This work presents the first application of a non-intrusive reduced order method to model solid interacting with compressible fluid flows to simulate crack initiation and propagation. In the high fidelity model, the coupling process is achieved by introducing a source term into the momentum equation, which represents the effects of forces of the solid on the fluid. A combined single and smeared crack model with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is used to simulate crack initiation and propagation. The non-intrusive reduced order method is then applied to compressible fluid and fractured solid coupled modelling where the computational cost involved in the full high fidelity simulation is high. The non-intrusive reduced order model (NIROM) developed here is constructed through proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and a radial basis function (RBF) multidimensional interpolation method. The performance of the NIROM for solid interacting with compressible fluid flows, in the presence of fracture models, is illustrated by two complex test cases: an immersed wall in a fluid and a blasting test case. The numerical simulation results show that the NIROM is capable of capturing the details of compressible fluids and fractured solids while the CPU time is reduced by several orders of magnitude. In addition, the issue of whether or not to subtract the mean from the snapshots before applying POD is discussed in this paper. It is shown that solutions of the NIROM, without mean subtracted before constructing the POD basis, captured more details than the NIROM with mean subtracted from snapshots.
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Introduction
The numerical simulation of fluid and fractured solid coupling has attracted much attention in a wide variety of research areas. This problem is of significance to many fields in engineering such as aerospace engineering, biomedical engineering, wind turbines and blasting. However, the computational cost involved in solving such complex problems is so high that this has hindered development in these areas. In order to address the issue of high computational cost, this paper proposes a non-intrusive reduced order model to solve fluid/solid coupling problems in an efficient manner.
Reduced order modelling is a technique that is capable of reducing the dimensionality of large systems, thus resulting in a considerable increase in computational efficiency. POD is the method most widely used to form reduced order models and it aims to represent a large system, with only a relatively small number of basis functions, and is optimal in the sense that they minimise the L 2 error to the training set. POD has been used successfully in various fields such as air pollution [1] , ocean modelling [2] , fluid mechanics [3] [4] [5] , aerospace design [6] , neutron photon transport [7] , porous media [8] , shape optimisation [9] and shock problems [10] . Reduced order models (ROMs) can be derived by a combination of POD and Galerkin projection methods. However, the use of POD/Galerkin methods raises numerical instability and non-linearity inefficiency problems [11] [12] [13] [14] . Several methods have been presented to improve the numerical stability of ROMs, such as calibration [15, 16] , Fourier expansion [17] , regularisation [18] and Petrov-Galerkin methods [2, 19] . In order to enhance the non-linear efficiency, various methods have been proposed, including empirical interpolation method (EIM) [20] , the discrete version of EIM (DEIM) [14] , quadratic expansion method [21, 22] , a hybrid of DEIM and quadratic expansion (residual DEIM) method [23] , a Petrov−Galerkin projection method [15] , and Gauss-Newton with approximated tensors (GNAT) method [24] . Recently, there have been some works addressing reduced order modelling of fluid and solid coupling problems [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In the work of [31] , the authors presented a projection based method for contact problems. A non-negative matrix factorisation scheme was used to construct positive reduced order basis functions for the contact forces. Again, those methods are intrusive, that is, they are highly dependent on the original physical system and the source code. The implementation of intrusive ROMs can be difficult, or impossible, if the source code is not available (e.g. commercial software) [32] . In addition, intrusive ROMs can be complex to extend to many applications such as transient problems and solid-solid contact problems.
The non-intrusive reduced order modelling technology is therefore proposed to tackle the disadvantages of intrusive ROMs, although it can have difficulty in achieving conservation. A number of non-intrusive reduced order methods have been proposed, such as a black-box stencil interpolation method [32] , a POD-RBF method for unsteady fluid flows [33] , a Taylor series and Smolyak sparse grid method for the Navier-Stokes equations [34] , a two-level NIROM based on POD-RBF method for nonlinear parametrised PDEs [35, 36, 33] , a POD-RBF for the Navier-Stokes equations [37] . NIROMs have also been applied to realistic problems such as multi-phase flow in porous media problems [38] and incompressible fluids and solids without fracturing problems [39] .
This work applies the non-intrusive reduced order modelling method to compressible fluid and fractured solid problems and, more specifically, to a highly non-linear problem blasting problem. This model has been implemented under the framework of a combined finite-discrete element method based solid model (Y2D) and an unstructured mesh finite element model (Fluidity). The two models are coupled by an immersed body method, which introduces a thin shell mesh surrounding the solid surface to calculate the exchange forces between the fluid and solid. The coupling method uses three meshes for fluids, shells and solids and projects state variables on the solid mesh onto the fluid mesh via the shell mesh. This is different from the monolithic coupling approach, which treats the problem as a single mesh and the solid is treated as an internal interface [40] . In the coupling process, the state variables (velocity, pressure etc.) of the fluid dynamics on the fluid mesh (continuous mesh) are calculated and projected onto the shell mesh (continuous mesh), and these are passed onto the solid surface mesh (discontinuous mesh). The stress state is then calculated on the solid mesh. If the stress state meets a fracture failure then new discontinuous solid surfaces are generated to represent the fractures. All the discontinuous solid surfaces, including the newly generated and old discontinuous surfaces, are converted from discontinua to continua. Finally, the state variables on the solid are calculated and projected back onto the fluid mesh through the shell mesh. After the state variables arrive back on the fluid mesh, the loop starts again from 'the calculation of the state variables of the fluid'.
Non-intrusive reduced order modelling works by constructing a set of interpolation functions (hypersurfaces) to represent the underlying dynamical system in the reduced space. During the offline computational process, the solutions of the high fidelity model are recorded and a snapshot matrix for each state variable is obtained. A number of POD basis functions j , j ∈ (1, . . . , m) for each state variable are generated through a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) of the snapshot matrix. A set of interpolation functions f j ( j ∈ 1, . . . , m) is then constructed to represent the compressible fluid and fractured solid reduced order model using the RBF-POD method. That is, the reduced order model is approximated through a linear combination of the RBFs (the Gaussian function is used here). During the online computational process, the RBFs are used to calculate the POD coefficients and the Gaussian RBF is employed here, α
is the jth POD coefficient at current time level n and α n−1 is a vector of POD coefficients at previous time level n − 1.
The mean of the snapshot matrix is normally subtracted when constructing a reduced order model. The problem of mean subtraction was discussed in [41, 42] . In their work, there was not much difference between the results with and without mean snapshot subtracted from snapshots. In this paper, whether the mean snapshot solution should be subtracted from the snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions is discussed. The performance of the NIROM constructed with and without mean snapshot subtracted from the snapshots has been assessed for two test cases: an immersed wall in a fluid and a blasting test case. It is found that the accuracy of numerical solutions can be improved when the mean of snapshots is not subtracted from snapshots before generating the POD basis functions. The high fidelity model is formed by a coupled compressible fluid and solid model and the CPU time between the high-fidelity and NIROM models are compared. The accuracy of the NIROM is also determined by comparing the high fidelity solution with the NIROM solution. The additional details of the test cases formed by the high fidelity model can be found in the work of [43, 44] .
The structure of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 describes briefly the compressible fluid and fractured solid problem; Section 3 derives the formulation of a non-intrusive reduced order model for compressible fluid and fractured solid problems using the POD-RBF method; Section 4 demonstrates the capability of the derived methodology through two numerical examples: an immersed wall in a fluid and a blasting test case. Finally in Section 5, the conclusions are drawn.
Description of compressible fluid and fractured solid problems
This section describes the governing equations, coupling methods and fracture modelling methods used in the two models: "Fluidity" (an unstructured mesh multi-phase fluid model [45] ) and "Y2D" (a combined finite-discrete element method based solid model [46] ).
Governing equations for compressible fluids under the framework of "Fluidity"
"Fluidity" is a computational fluid dynamics open source model capable of numerically solving the 2-D and 3-D NavierStokes equation using the finite element discretisation method. The governing equations for compressible fluids in "Fluidity" have the following form [45, 47] ,
∂ ∂t
where ρ denotes the unknown density, u is the unknown velocity vector, t represents the time, σ is the stress tensor and σ = τ − pI (p being the unknown pressure and I the identity matrix), F is the volume or internal force per unit mass (e.g., gravity), q denotes the heat flux, E = e + |u| 2 /2 is the total specific unknown energy, and τ is the shear stress tensor in the fluid.
The density ρ is calculated by the equation of state, which is used to close the governing equation (3) [48] :
where γ = C p /C v is the heat capacity ratio (C v and C p being the specific heat at constant volume and at constant pressure respectively), and e = C v T is the internal energy per unit mass (T being the temperature).
Governing equations for solid dynamics
The solid dynamics is resolved by the combined finite-discrete element method (FEMDEM) [46, 49] , which combines deformable fracturing arbitrary-shaped particle interactions modelled by the Finite Element Method (FEM) with discrete particulate motions modelled by the Discrete Element Method (DEM). The research code Y2D is coupled with the fluid model (Fluidity). The governing equation in solid mechanics is given by:
where F e denotes the external force, F v is the viscous force between the solid and fluid, F p denotes the pressure force, F c is the contact force among multiple solids, m is the solid mass and u s is the unknown velocity of the solid. For additional details, see [46, 49] . In FEMDEM, FEM is used to model the solid behaviour as described by continuum mechanics and switches to DEM when a fracture is generated.
Coupling methods between the fluid model (Fluidity) and solid model (Y2D)
An immersed body method is used to couple the fluid and solid models. The method was firstly presented in the work of [50] . In this approach, a thin shell mesh surrounding the solid mesh is introduced, and a coupling source term is used to calculate the exchange forces between the fluid and solid on the shell mesh. This method is capable of dealing with large displacements, open fractures and contact forces without requiring remeshing in the fluid domain.
Coupling equations
A supplementary equation is introduced to couple the fluid code (Fluidity) and solid code (Y2D), that is,
where t is the time step size and û f is the bulk velocity (û [50] which is then used in the coupled system.
The coupling process is achieved by introducing a source term s c into the momentum equation (3), which represents the effects of forces of the solid on the fluid. The momentum equation (3) then has the form of:
The source term s c considers an exchange of forces between the solid and fluid, and has the form
T . For additional details, see [51] .
The continuity equation has the form of,
Coupling source term
The coupling process involves the calculation of the source term s c in Equation (7), which is described briefly here (for additional details, see [51] 
where N is the finite element shape function, τ solid is the viscous stress term; solid is the solid surface, n is the unit normal vector on the solid surface n = (n x , n y , n z ). I is the identity matrix and has a size of number of nodes on the solid mesh. 
where a denotes the viscosity coefficients and the subscripts x, y and z denote the coordinate directions, x wall is the fluid element length scale around the wall. r is the thickness of the shell, which is an intermediate thin area between the fluid and solid, and is introduced for calculating the impact of the solid on the fluid [50] .
Fracture modelling
The fracture model used here is based on the finite-discrete element method (FEMDEM) and treats the whole domain as a multi-body system. The finite element formulation is used to model continuum behaviour (i.e. calculation of stress and strain) before fractures are generated. If the failure criterion is met, the discrete element formulation is then used for modelling discontinuum behaviour (contact forces and their distribution on nodes). The combination of the finite element formulation and joint element (Fig. 1c) formulation ensures the transition from continuum behaviour to discontinuum behaviour can be captured accurately. The combined single and smeared crack model with the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is used.
The overall fracture modelling algorithm, based on FEMDEM, is given in Algorithm 1 (for details, see [49, 52] ), where u t solid denotes the solid velocity vector at each node at time t, u acceleration is the acceleration, f external and f internal are the external and internal forces at each node respectively, and mass denotes the nodal mass.
In fracture modelling, triangular and joint elements are introduced, as shown in Fig. 1 . The figure shows two 2-D solid discontinuous elements with an inserted 4-noded joint element. The solid domain is firstly discretised by numerous 3-noded triangular elements, and those elements are treated as input data for the fracture modelling described in Algorithm 1. A 4-noded joint element is then inserted between two triangular elements, and the stresses are calculated using FEM. The new fractures are judged by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a tension cut-off, see Fig. 2 . When the normal stress is less than the tensile strength, the shear stress in a joint element can be expressed by Equation (12) [49] .
where σ is the normal stress, φ is the internal friction angle, f t is the tensile strength and c is the cohesion. 
Model reduction
In this section, a NIROM is used for modelling compressible fluid flows. The high fidelity model includes the interaction between solid and compressible fluid flows as well as crack initiation and propagation. Recently there have been a number of papers on reduced order modelling of compressible fluids, e.g. with shock waves [2, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Most of existing ROMs for shock waves use the Galerkin (or Petrov-Galerkin) projection and POD approaches to generate the reduced order models. The challenge in using POD ROMs for shock waves is to represent the shock front (moving discontinuities). Fang et al. [2] introduced a Petrov-Galerkin approach for dealing with sharp or abrupt field changes in discontinuous Galerkin reduced order modelling. Lucia [57] proposed a domain decomposition approach that isolates the region containing the moving shock wave for special treatment. The Gauss-Newton method with approximated tensors [56] and the clustering Algorithm [59] were also developed for accurately capturing the shock front. In this work, a non-intrusive ROM using RBF is proposed for modelling the resulting abruptly changing (in space and time) fields. The POD basis functions are generated from solution snapshots where the details of the crack patterns (through the volume fraction and velocity of the solids) as well as the fluid velocity/pressure/density are included. The accuracy of the coupling NIROM results is sensitive to the number of solution snapshots chosen because of the rapidly changing fields. Due to the dissipative properties of RBF's representation of dynamics with NIROM, the numerical oscillations associated with POD intrusive methods that use Bubnov-Galerkin methods are reduced.
In reduced order modelling, any variable can be expressed as a linear combination of a number of POD basis functions representing the original high fidelity modelling system in an optimal sense. It has the following form: (13) where ϕ denotes a variable to be solved (e.g. the velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration), ϕ is the mean of variable solutions over the simulation time period, α denotes the POD coefficients, m is the number of POD basis functions and denotes the POD basis functions. Using POD, the basis functions can be calculated from snapshots of variable solutions recorded at regular time intervals. The radial basis function interpolation method is used to calculate the POD coefficients. The procedure of POD is summarised in Algorithm 2. The radial basis function interpolation is used to determine the POD coefficients in (13) . Commonly used RBFs are plate spline, multi-quadric, inverse multi-quadric and Gaussian. RBFs have been widely used in the context of multidimensional
interpolation. An interpolation function f (x) representing a physical problem can be approximated through a linear combination of the RBF φ centred at N points. In this work, the Gaussian RBF is used to construct the interpolation function f (x). The Gaussian RBF has a form of φ(r) = e −(r/ζ ) 2 (r being the radius and ζ being the shape parameter).
In the following paragraph, a set of interpolation functions or hypersurfaces is derived through the POD-RBF method. The POD-RBF NIROM was first presented by Xiao et al. [37] . In this work this method is used to derive NIROM for the compressible fluid and fractured solid problem. The formulation of the POD-RBF NIROM is:
), (14) where α denotes POD coefficients, subscripts u, p, d and c denote velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration components respectively, z denotes one of the variables (u, p, d and c), subscript j is the jth POD coefficient of a complete set of POD coefficients (α u , α v , α d , α c ), n is the time level, f is a set of hypersurfaces representing the reduced order dynamical system.
Algorithm 3:
Constructing a set of hypersurface using POD-RBF. 
(ii) Obtain a set of hyper surfaces ( f u, j , f p, j , f d, j , f c, j ) by substituting the weight values obtained in the above step into Equation (16); The online NIROM calculation for coupling of compressible fluid and fractured solid problems is described in Algorithm 4. In the high-fidelity model, the solid-fluid movement is fully coupled, as explained in Section 2. The coupling results are recorded and stored in the snapshots where the details of the fracture patterns (through the volume fraction and velocity of the solids) as well as the fluid velocity/pressure/density are included. The high-fidelity solutions on the solid mesh are interpolated onto the fluid mesh and then stored in the snapshots. The POD basis functions are then generated from the snapshots and used to construct the NIROM for coupling of fluid and solid problems. Thus, the solids volume fractions and solids velocity are calculated within the NIROM. The accuracy of the coupling NIROM results is dependent on the number of snapshots chosen.
Algorithm 4:
Online NIROM calculation for compressible fluid and fractured solid problems. onto the full space.
. endfor
Application to compressible fluid and fractured solid problem
The NIROM has been implemented under the framework of an advanced unstructured mesh multi-phase fluid model (Fluidity) and a combined finite-discrete element method based solid model (Y2D). The NIROM is first validated using an immersed wall in a fluid, then further validated using a more complex blasting example problem.
Case 1: an immersed wall in a fluid
The first case is an immersed wall in a fluid test case [43] . In this case, a solid beam is embedded in a fluid and is subject to a pressure wave. The domain consists of a rectangle of non-dimensional size of 4 × 2 with 7500 nodes and 2500 elements. The beam is located at the bottom centre and has a size of 0.286 × 1. The area (0 < x < 1.5) has a non-dimensional density of 8 and an initial pressure of 516.5. The rest of the domain has a density of 1.5 and an initial pressure of 1. A slip boundary condition is applied on the left, bottom and the top sides. The open boundary condition is applied on the right side. The density of the solid is 100.
The high fidelity full model was simulated during the time period [0, 0.8] with a time step size of t = 0.001. 800
snapshots were taken at a regularly spaced time interval of 0.001. From these snapshots, the POD basis functions were formed in two ways: either subtracting the mean of snapshots or not before the singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed.
Case 1a: NIROM constructed with mean subtracted before constructing the POD basis functions
The NIROM was first formed with the mean snapshot solution subtracted from the snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions, see Equation (13) . In this case, 30 POD basis functions representing almost 99.5% of energy in the original dynamical system were chosen to form the NIROM. The logarithm of the singular eigenvalues of velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration associated with the 30 POD basis functions is presented in Fig. 3 .
The pressure and velocity results from both the high fidelity model and the NIROM are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. It is seen here that these NIROM results are not in good agreement with the high fidelity model. The root mean square error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient between the high fidelity model and the NIROM are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that the RMSE of the NIROM results is around 39.59 while the correlation coefficient is mostly less than 0.6. The RMSE reflects the differences of the two models. Both the RMSE and the correlation coefficient suggest that the NIROM is not in good agreement with the high fidelity model. This is further shown by comparison of the NIROM with the high fidelity model pressure (Fig. 4) and velocity (Fig. 5) distributions. This is also reflected by the correlation coefficient curve, which varies significantly with time. The accuracy of NIROM results therefore, is low and needs to be improved. We also plot the correlation coefficient and RMSE obtained using a POD basis calculated from the snapshot matrix [x 0 −x; x 1 −x; ...; x N −x, x], in which the last column of the snapshot matrix contains the mean solution. Fig. 7 shows the RMSE and correlation coefficient between the high fidelity and the NIROM with 12, 18 and 30 POD basis functions.
Case 1b: NIROM constructed with mean not subtracted before constructing the POD basis functions
In this subsection, the NIROM constructed with mean not subtracted before constructing the POD basis is applied. Fig. 8 presents the logarithm of the singular eigenvalues of velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration in order of decreasing magnitude. To further validate the accuracy of the NIROM with mean not subtracted, the correlation coefficient and RMSE of pressure results between the high fidelity model and NIROM are used for error analysis, see Fig. 12 . It is shown that the correlation coefficient is larger than 0.9955, while the RMSE is smaller than 2 when 12 POD basis functions are used. The error is further decreased as the number of POD basis functions is increased. It is shown that the accuracy of NIROM results is improved when the mean of snapshots is not subtracted before performing the SVD process (Fig. 11) . The correlation coefficient increases from 0.4 to 0.9955 while the RMSE decreases from 39.6 to 2 in comparison with results shown in Fig. 6 .
The relative errors (RE) of the four variables for both NIROMs, with and without subtracting out the mean from the snapshots, are listed in Table 1 . The relative initial error is defined by the initial error divided by the values of nodes at the last time level. The calculation formula considering all nodes is given below:
where N nodes is the number of nodes on the mesh and RE is the relative initial errors to the values of nodes at the first time level. ϕ 0 is the initial solution of the high-fidelity full model for four variables.
It is seen in Table 1 that the relative initial error in the NIROM constructed with the mean subtracted from the snapshots is between 45-120 times larger than that from the NIROM constructed with the mean not subtracted from the snapshots.
Case 2: blasting test case
To demonstrate the capability of the NIROM, the model is further applied to a highly nonlinear blasting-induced fracture test case. The computational domain is presented in Fig. 13 , which includes a solid square 2 m × 2 m block embedded within a compressible gas rectangle area with a size of 3 × 3 m. The highly energetic initial area lies at the centre of the computational domain with a diameter of 0.2 m and has a very high initial pressure. The initial high pressure of the energetic area is set to be 10 
Case 2a: NIROM solutions with mean subtracted before constructing the POD basis functions
In this section, the results from NIROM with the mean snapshot solution subtracted from the snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions are presented. Fig. 15 shows the logarithm of the singular eigenvalues of velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration in order of decreasing magnitude. Fig. 16 presents the velocity solutions from the high fidelity model and NIROM with 100 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s. It is shown that the structure of flows obtained from the NIROM is similar to that from the high fidelity model, but there are some large errors in velocity values. Fig. 17 shows the pressure solutions from the high fidelity model and NIROM with 100 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s. It is seen that there is a large error in the NIROM results. This is caused by the large error in the initial conditions. We found the error in the initial pressure from the NIROM with mean subtracted from snapshots is about 1000 times larger than that of the NIROM with mean not subtracted. 
Case 2b: NIROM solutions with mean not subtracted from snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions
In this section, the results from the NIROM with mean not subtracted from snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions are presented. Fig. 18 shows the logarithm of the singular eigenvalues of velocity, pressure, density and solid concentration in order of decreasing magnitude. Fig. 19 shows a comparison of velocity solutions between the high-fidelity full model and NIROM using 6, 12 and 50 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s. It is evident that the NIROM, with only 6 POD basis functions, performs well when the mean of solution snapshots is not subtracted before constructing the POD basis functions, even better than the solutions from the NIROM with 100 POD basis functions, when the mean is subtracted before applying the SVD − as shown in Fig. 16 . Fig. 19 also shows that the shock front of the blast wave is captured very well by increasing the number of POD basis functions from 6 to 50. There is no visible difference between the high fidelity model and NIROM with 50 POD basis functions. The difference of pressure solutions between the high fidelity model and NIROM with 6, 12
and 50 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s is presented in Fig. 20 . It is evident that a higher accuracy is obtained by choosing a larger number of POD basis functions. Fig. 21 presents a comparison of pressure solutions between the high-fidelity full model and NIROM using 6, 12 and 50 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s. The pressure solutions from the NIROM (Fig. 21) are not as good as velocity solutions from the NIROM shown in Fig. 19 . There are visible differences between the high fidelity model and NIROM when 6 and 12 POD basis functions are used, which is evident at the time instance t = 0.16 s. The errors between the high fidelity model and NIROM with 6, 12 and 50 POD basis functions at time instances t = 0.04 s and t = 0.16 s are plotted in Fig. 22 . It is evident that the error is decreased by choosing more POD basis functions.
The solid volume fraction solutions obtained from the high-fidelity full model and NIROM with 50 POD basis functions are given in Fig. 23 . As we can see, the results from the high-fidelity model and NIROM are close to each other.
In order to further assess the performance of the NIROM, the velocity solution obtained from the high fidelity model and
NIROMs at a point (x = 1.5 m, y = 1.6333 m) near the explosion point over the simulation time period is plotted in Fig. 13 .
The reason why we choose the point around the explosion centre is that there is an abrupt change around the explosion The mean is not subtracted from the snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions. point. Fig. 13 illustrates that NIROM with a small number of POD basis functions perform well when there are no abrupt changes, whereas NIROM with 50 POD basis functions captures the abrupt changes very well. The accuracy of the NIROM is validated by the RMSE and correlation coefficients of pressure solutions between the high fidelity model and NIROM. It is shown in Fig. 24 that the RMSE of pressure results decreases as the number of POD basis functions increases. The correlation coefficients are over 0.935, indicating that the high fidelity model and NIROM are highly correlated. The NIROM has closer agreement to the high fidelity model as the number of POD basis functions increases. 
Case 2c: Untrained blasting case
An untrained initial condition was used to demonstrate how well the NIROM could perform when the initial pressure was not part of the training simulations. The initial pressure values used in each training simulation are 258. 
Efficiency of the NIROM
In this section, the online and offline computational costs are given. The offline cost can be defined as the time for precomputing while the online cost involves the simulation time when running the NIROM. The online computational time required for running the NIROM and high fidelity model are compared in Table 2 , which includes the time required for the computational process in Algorithm 4. The simulations were carried out on a 12 cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5680) workstation with 48 GB RAM. During the simulations, only one core with 3.3 GHz was used. The CPU time for constructing a set of hypersurfaces (see Algorithm 3) is offline, therefore, it is not listed in the table. As shown in Table 2 , the computational time required for running the NIROM is decreased drastically in comparison with the high fidelity model. For example, in blasting test case with 48600 nodes, the CPU time for NIROM is reduced by 5 orders of magnitude. The offline computational cost required for forming the NIROM includes the time for forming the POD basis functions and the hypersurfaces of the system dynamics. The time required for forming the hypersurfaces is very little and can be ignored. The CPU cost required for forming the POD basis functions is related to the number of POD basis functions, nodes and snapshots. The offline CPU cost required for forming the basis functions is listed in Table 3 where different numbers of POD basis functions are chosen and Table 4 using different number of snapshots. As shown in the tables the relationship between the offline CPU cost and the number of POD basis functions, nodes and snapshots is linear. 
Conclusions
A POD-RBF NIROM has been applied, for the first time, to a compressible fluid and fractured solid problem and implemented under the framework of a combined finite-discrete element method based solid model (Y2D) and an unstructured mesh finite element model (Fluidity). The NIROM is independent of the governing equations and the source code, therefore, it is easy to modify. The performance of the NIROM for compressible fluid and fractured solid problems is numerically illustrated in two test cases: an immersed wall in a fluid and a blasting problem. The issue of whether or not the mean of solution snapshots should be subtracted before constructing the POD basis functions is addressed by comparing the NIROM results with those from the high fidelity model. An error analysis has been also carried out to validate and assess the performance of these different NIROM methods. It is found that the NIROM can perform much better when the mean is not subtracted from the snapshots before constructing the POD basis functions. The numerical results show that the best performing NIROM performs well and exhibits good agreement with the high fidelity model. We also demonstrated that NIROM is able to predict some problems that it has not seen before. The online CPU cost required for the NIROM is reduced by a factor of several orders of magnitude compared with the high fidelity full model. Future work includes extending this model to parametric problems with variable material properties.
